I just stumbled over LO's read-only Github clone and saw it has various old and open pull request with some hilarious content, where Github somehow matches core commits to them. Looking for an better solution, I found [https://github.com/dessant/repo-lockdown](https://github.com/dessant/repo-lockdown), which claims to be able to auto-close pull request, since it's still impossible to disable them in Github.

Also the repo text refers to gerrit.libreoffice.org. Maybe it's better to point people to [https://wiki.documentfoundation.org/Development](https://wiki.documentfoundation.org/Development), since LO development involves more then just a Gerrit push.

Thanks for considering this improvement.

**History**

#1 - 2020-12-08 13:52 - Sophie Gautier
- Assignee set to Christian Lohmaier

Christian Lohmaier, I assigned it to you, not sure you didn't do it already yesterday :)

#2 - 2021-01-27 11:46 - Christian Lohmaier
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- Target version set to Q1/2021

Finally got another reminder on irc and added the lockdown bot to the github repos - only added a dedicated .github/lockdown.yml for the main ones though.

#3 - 2021-01-27 11:52 - Beluga Beluga
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed